
Color App Workshops are a new way to engage in color at Color Marketing Group’s International Summit.  There are 5 Workshops from which to choose.  You choose the Workshop 
which is most appealing and relevant to you.  You’ll be working with CMG’s World Palette colors which includes the North American Forecast, as well as the three International 
Forecasts from Europe, Asia Pacific, and Latin America.  You’ll apply these colors to real situations in Contract Industries, with Special Effects applied, in various Industries, in 
Action, or as they appear NOW in markets.  You will be working immediately with the Forecasts, exploring their use in the present and in the future.  The final outcome of each 
Workshop will be presented during Sunday’s closing session by the Color App Committee and eventually distributed to all participants and CMG Members. 
 
Workshop Options: 
 
1.     Color in Action: Colors love to play with other colors, and so do color professionals. This Workshop will explore color combinations that think outside the usual box of 
crayons. Color outside the lines and see where it all leads. 
 
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:  Participants in this Workshop will create color combinations using the World Palette colors  for one of the following industries - Home décor, 
Transportation, Consumer products, and technology.  Consideration may be given to other industries, depending on the number of participants  
 
EXAMPLE:  Home Décor.  "In two years, we will see shocks of 'Lipstain" pink being added to the current wave of grey – including “name 1” and  “name 2”.  In addition “moss” will add 
natural elements that look more urban than country." So the colors in action would be pink, grey and moss as a palette. 
  
THE GOAL:  Participants will break into the Industry of their choice to create a PowerPoint Report Back showing your top 3-5 palettes using the CMG World Palette that will be 
delivered Sunday morning.   This will then be shared online with CMG members and distributed to Summit Participants. The top 5 Color combinations can be created for brief PPT 
presentation of unique/important combos. 
 
2.     Colors in Contract:  Do you need to know how the World Palette colors will work in contract applications?  
 
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:  Work with the CMG World Palette NEXT colors to identify which colors will appear in the Contract Markets.  Make additions as necessary.  Tell us WHY you 
think these colors will appear in the Contract Market and in what combinations.  
 
EXAMPLE:  “With office interior aesthetics merging with home décor, we will begin to see an emergence of floral prints.  Floral hues of “color 1”, “color 2” and “color 3” are bright 
shots of color while still working with the standard gray and neutral office interior landscape.” 
 
THE GOAL:  Present the Contract version of the World Palette collection of colors.  What works, what doesn't, what needs to be added and why.  This Workshop aims to highlight the 
colors which are most likely to appear in the Contract markets.  Create a PowerPoint report back that introduces the Colors in Contract Palette that will be presented on Sunday 
morning.  You will present a Report Back and colors culled from the World Palette (with additions/changes where necessary) that will go forward in their industries. 
 
3.     Special Effects & Finishes: Do you work in special effects? Does your product glimmer, shine, sparkle or glisten? How does it affect colors and which ones are the next best 
things to receive a bedazzled treatment? 

 
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:  Using the CMG World Palette determine the colors most likely to receive a bedazzled treatment.  What kind of treatment will color be receiving and how will 
it affect the color? Will it be a new grain treatment, texture or metallic finish?  Will it affect the overall World Palette?   
EXAMPLE:  At Milan Saloni and other trade shows, gold appears as a metallic shade, but not in the shiny, glitzy way of the past.  This gold is more industrial and dry – it looks worn 
and used, not precious.    Color “one” from the World Palette will be interpreted in this manner and will receive a “dry dusting” of warm metallic.                       
                                                                                                                                  
THE GOAL:  Document and present the groups top 6 Special Effect trends.  Tell the story for each of the trends and how it will affect colors from the World Palette.  Create a 
PowerPoint presentation using photography, images, and samples.  On Sunday you will present a Report Back on the latest ”special effects” trends.     
 
4.     Color Industries: Just where are these colors going to show up? Are some specific to transportation, better suited to sportswear and do we have gift wrap hues ready to 
go? Take a look at the World Palette colors and determine their ideal uses across all industries.  
 
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:  In this workshop you will break into one of the following industry categories: Transportation, Visual Communications, Technology, Home, Consumer Goods, 
Juvenile Products, Fashion, and Action Recreation.  As a group, determine what colors will go in which Industry Categories.  What is your rationalization?  How long do you expect 
this color to be relevant for each industry? 
 
EXAMPLE:  2011’s Asia/Pac color “Bolt” would be used in consumer electronics, sportswear/equipment and tabletop appliances.  The color comes from fashion which is an 
influencer for each of these categories.   
 
THE GOAL:  Present the CMG World Palette by Industry.  Create a PowerPoint report back that will be delivered by the Color App Committee to the group on Sunday morning 
showing each Industry Palette. 
 
5.  Colors NOW:  WHAT YOU NEED TO DO:  Participants in this Workshop will share and discuss their actual color usage. From the anticipated color collection, (in this instance the 
2014+ Color Forecasts from CMG’s 2012 Summit in Miami) what came to fruition and how was it used? 

 
EXAMPLE :  Home Décor. With the coolness of grey Cloud Appeal on the market, we needed to balance that with warmer colors so we used Union Red, Tequila Sunrise and Waxed 
Bean. They appeared in accessories such as pillows and ceramics (vases, etc.) I have also seen Company A and Company B use them, in addition to Boyz-N-berry, in home. It was 
all over Market and were good indicators of the changes to warmer values of grey. 
 
THE GOAL:  As a group, identify what colors from the palette have successfully made it into products and the marketplace. This is a way for CMG and its members to police its own 
work and share our successes. It also becomes a barometer to share at your workplace that your knowledge and decisions are broadly accepted and successful. 
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